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Finding Functional Sites
in Structural Genomics Proteins

efforts is to deliberately target proteins most likely not
to resemble any others, structural alignment methods
will fail for many new structures. Moreover, finding a
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Meyerhofstrasse 1 similarity between a new structure and a highly popu-

lated fold, like the ��-(TIM)-barrels, can sometimes pro-69117 Heidelberg
Germany duce ambiguous results, since the best functional match

does not always have the best overall structural similar-
ity. For example, protein Mpt51 of Mycobacterium tu-
berculosis is not catalytically active despite 40% se-Summary
quence identity and extensive fold similarity to �/�
hydrolases (Wilson et al., 2004). Fold similarities thusAssigning function to structures is an important as-
often require additional investigation of key residuespect of structural genomics projects, since they fre-
before functions can be inferred (Babbitt, 2003).quently provide structures for uncharacterized pro-

To assign functions more explicitly, several methodsteins. Similarities uncovered by structure alignment
have been developed to look for similarities betweencan suggest a similar function, even in the absence
functional sites, regardless of whether or not there is aof sequence similarity. For proteins adopting novel
similarity in overall fold (e.g., Artymiuk et al., 1994a;folds or those with many functions, this strategy can
Kleywegt, 1999; Russell, 1998; Wallace et al., 1997), andfail, but functional clues can still come from compari-
we have recently presented a statistical model for suchson of local functional sites involving a few key re-
searches (Stark et al., 2003). Application of these meth-sidues. Here we assess the general applicability of
ods has uncovered many interesting examples (e.g.,functional site comparison through the study of 157
Lorentzen et al., 2003; Sanishvili et al., 2003), thoughproteins solved by structural genomics initiatives. For
there is still no general picture of their applicability based17, the method bolsters confidence in predictions made
on an analysis of a large test set.based on overall fold similarity. For another 12 with

There are an increasing number of protein structuresnew folds, it suggests functions, including a putative
of unknown function: between 2001 and 2003, the num-phosphotyrosine binding site in the Archaeal protein
ber of structural genomics protein structures has risenMth1187 and an active site for a ribose isomerase.
from only 3 to 228, and in the first four months of thisThe approach is applied weekly to all new structures,
year, already 164 structures became available (Berman etproviding a resource for those interested in using
al., 2000). This makes automated approaches to assignstructure to infer function.
function on a large scale highly relevant in structural biol-
ogy. Here we apply a method to probe for functional

Introduction site similarities in 254 currently available structures from
structural genomics projects. Examples of functional

Structural genomics projects and the generally in- similarities despite no sequence or overall fold similarity
creased pace of structure determination mean that demonstrate the complementarity of this approach to
structures are often available for proteins of unknown those based on structural alignment. We also discuss
function (e.g., Burley, 2000). Functions for these proteins a weekly service where all new structures are probed
can often be predicted by comparison to other struc- in the same way that will serve as a useful tool for
tures. Common comparison methods like DALI (Holm structural biologists seeking functions.
and Sander, 1993b, 1995), VAST (Gibrat et al., 1996),
SSAP (Orengo and Taylor, 1996), or STAMP (Russell
and Barton, 1992) detect similarities through structural Results and Discussion
alignment and thus identify proteins with a similar fold
(see Novotny et al. [2004] for a recent comparison of Overall Performance of Functional Site Comparison
fold comparison servers). These approaches are very Removing sequences with clear homology to already
often successful at detecting ancient relationships be- known structures (see Experimental Procedures) left 157
tween proteins that are not found by sequence compari- of the original 254 structures for further analysis. Dali
son. Indeed, their availability leads to numerous discov- finds matches with Z � 10 for 61 (39%), and PINTS
eries not seen when structures were first determined reports matches with E � 10�3 for 29 (18%). For 17
(e.g., Artymiuk et al., 1995, 1994b, 1997; Holm and (11%), both methods find significant matches; 44 (28%)
Sander, 1993a; Russell and Barton, 1993; Swindells et were only found by Dali and 12 (8%) only by PINTS.
al., 1993; for a recent review, see Zhang and Kim, 2003). The proportions are similar when structures labeled as
These similarities, though remote, are often associated “unknown function” are used instead (Dali: 41%; PINTS:
with a similar function that can be highly revealing for 21%; overlap: 12%; Dali-only: 29%; PINTS-only: 8%).
a new structure. The numbers change if different Z score or E value

However, since the focus of many structural genomics thresholds are chosen (Table 1); however, the comple-
mentarity of the two approaches remains, even with the
most extreme thresholds: with a strict one for Dali (Z �*Correspondence: russell@embl-heidelberg.de
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Table 1. Overall Performance of Functional Site Comparison

Cutoffs Number of Matches

Dali Z Score PINTS E Value Dali PINTS Both Only Dali Only PINTS

12 10�4 50 (32) 23 (15) 12 (8) 38 (24) 11 (7)
12 10�3 50 (32) 29 (18) 14 (9) 36 (23) 15 (10)
12 10�2 50 (32) 52 (33) 25 (16) 25 (16) 27 (17)
9 10�4 69 (44) 23 (15) 15 (10) 54 (34) 8 (5)
9 10�3 69 (44) 29 (18) 18 (11) 51 (32) 11 (7)
9 10�2 69 (44) 52 (33) 31 (20) 38 (24) 21 (13)
6 10�4 105 (67) 23 (15) 19 (12) 86 (55) 4 (3)
6 10�3 105 (67) 29 (18) 23 (15) 82 (52) 6 (4)
6 10�2 105 (67) 52 (33) 42 (27) 63 (40) 10 (6)

Number (percentage) of proteins for which Dali or PINTS reported matches above the indicated thresholds. Note that in an earlier study, 9%
of protein pairs with Dali Z � 12 were not functionally related (13% for Z � 9 and 28% for Z � 6 [Holm and Sander, 1997]).

12) and lenient one for PINTS (E � 10�2) there are still an additional 6% of all structures. Specific examples of
how functional site similarity can aid structure-based16% found only by Dali; in the reverse situation (Dali

Z � 6, PINTS E � 10�4), there are still 3% found only annotation of function are discussed in the sections that
follow.by PINTS (Table 1). However, it is important to note

that Dali is not explicitly designed to find functional
similarities: correct, structurally similar yet functionally

Confirmation of Superfamily, or Resolution
different matches are often found with high Z scores.

of Ambiguity
Even with a Z score threshold of 12, it is expected that

Overall sequence or fold similarity does not always re-
9% of matches will be functionally unrelated, increasing

veal the correct function. For example, the archaeal fruc-
to 28% for Z � 6 (Holm and Sander, 1997).

tose-1,6 bisphosphate aldolase (FBPA) (Lorentzen et al.,
There are several reasons why similarities are found

2003) shows the highest fold similarity to a triosephos-
by Dali and not by PINTS. For example, active sites can

phate isomerase (1hg3, Dali Z � 17.7), high above the
sometimes be distorted by binding to other molecules,

FBPAs from eukaryotes (Dali Z � 7.4 for 1fbp; though
or indeed be incorrectly modeled owing to poor X-ray

note in this case that VAST [Gibrat et al., 1996] identifies
or NMR data, and cannot be detected with statistical

the correct function match). Functional site comparison
significance. This effect is most pronounced for similari-

methods have already shown some promise in resolving
ties involving a small number of side chains. For exam-

these situations (e.g., �/�-barrels [Lorentzen et al., 2003]
ple, our best match for Tm1158 (1o1y) is to three residues

or �/� hydrolases [Wilson et al., 2004; Sanishvili et al.,
from the active site of a glutamine amidotransferase do-

2003]; see Babbitt [2003] for a general discussion).
main (1a9x). Although the E value E � 0.035 is above the

There are several structures for which we could sup-
threshold used here, the match is from the same family

port functional similarities suggested by a Dali match
as the best Dali match (1qdl, Z � 20.4). Other missed

through the identification of a functional center. These
similarities include those lacking common small-ligand

include the similarities between cephalosporin c deacet-
binding sites, such as scaffolding proteins (e.g., 1oyz/

ylase and �/� hydrolases (PINTS E � 1 � 10�8, Dali Z �
1b3u, Dali Z � 15) or DNA/RNA binding proteins (1jyh/

20; Figure 1A), between Mj0882 and methyltransferases
1d5y, Z � 14; 1ljo/1d3b, Z � 12). Some Dali matches

(E � 3 � 10�5, Z � 13.2; Figure 1B), between Hi0754
are to other proteins that are also of unknown function,

and glucosamine 6-phosphate synthase (E � 6 � 10�09,
where no functional pattern is present in any database

Z � 14.2; Figure 1C), or between Tm1643 and lactate
(e.g., 1o13/1p90, Z � 11.5), or involve fold matches with-

dehydrogenase (E � 3 � 10�4, Dali Z � 9.3; Figure 1D).
out a similarity in function (e.g., helical bundles [1n1q/

For Yjee (Teplyakov et al., 2002) (Figure 1E), the best
1bcf, Dali Z � 18] or a periplasmic divalent cation toler-

Dali match is marginal (RecA, Z � 6.3), not readily
ance protein with fold similarity to anthranilate iso-

allowing any functional conclusions. However, the func-
merase [1p1l/2pii, Z � 10]).

tional site found here is highly significant, involving five
The 12 structures matched only by PINTS are usually

residues from the GDP binding sites of Ran (E � 2 �
novel folds where a functional similarity is found be-

10�5) or other P loop nucleotide hydrolases from the
tween proteins with different overall folds. Of these, five

same superfamily. The subsequently determined ADP-
are metal binding sites, two are ligand binding sites,

bound form of Yjee shows that the two nucleotides su-
three are anion binding sites, and two are short linear

perimpose perfectly (Figure 1E, right).
motifs with similar conformations probably due to their
secondary structure context but lacking an apparent
functional role. Sites Found by Similarities between Different Folds

Functional sites found across different folds are bothUsing a large number of structural genomics targets
without sequence similarity to known structures, we can intriguing and useful: they can suggest aspects of con-

vergent evolution or can suggest functional details forfind functional centers within an overall similar fold for
11% and detect functional similarities across folds that proteins adopting folds not seen before. Those detected

here fall into broad classes that we discuss below.cannot be detected by structural alignment methods for
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Figure 1. Functional Site Conservation within Superfamily or Fold

Molscript (Kraulis, 1991)/Raster3D (Merritt and Murphy, 1994) figures showing matches in similar folds. Structural genomics proteins (query)
are shown in light gray, and the match is shown in dark gray cartoons. Matched residues are shown in ball-and-stick, with the ligand of the
database structure in red (magnified as insets).
(A) Similarity between cephalosporin c deacetylase (1l7a) and the catalytic triad of prolyl-oligopeptidase (1h2x, E � 1 � 10�8).
(B) Residues Gly63, Asp84, and Asp113 from the hypothetical protein (HP) Mj0882 (1dus) matched to the S-adenosylmethionine binding site from
isoflavone o-methyltransferase (1fpx, E � 3 � 10�5, Dali Z � 13.2). Here Dali’s first match (1nv8, Z � 18.2) ranks 2nd in PINTS (E � 9 � 10�3).
(C) Residues Thr78, Ser79, Ser147, and Thr150 from the HP Hi0754 (1nri) match to the glucosamine 6-phosphate binding site in the isomerase
domain of glucosamine 6-phosphate synthase (1moq, E � 6 � 10�9, Dali Z � 12.6). Dali’s best match (1jeo, Z � 14.2) belongs to the same
superfamily (c.80.1).
(D) Residues Gly7, Gly9, Gly12, Asp28, Lys32, and Cys55 from HP Tm1643 (1j5p) match the NAD binding site in lactate dehydrogenase (2ldb,
E � 3 � 10�4, Z � 9.3).
(E) Residues Gly43 and 45–48 from Yjee (1fl9, unliganded, left) (Teplyakov et al., 2002) match the Ran GDP binding site (1a2k, E � 2 � 10�5).
Superposition of the ADP-bound form of Yjee (1htw, right) showing the similar position of the nucleotide.

Metal or Phosphate Binding Sites observed across folds involve metals. For example,
Tm1083 has a highly significant similarity with the cal-Nature frequently reinvents similar metal binding sites

(Russell, 1998), and unsurprisingly, several similarities cium binding site of staphylococcal nuclease (E � 5 �
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10�5), despite an obvious difference in fold (Figure 2A). small functional patterns. PROCAT allows proteins to
be compared to a database of 36 partially redundantAq1354 contains a site similar to the Zn containing active

site of carbonic anhydrase (E � 8 � 10�3) and other Zn 3D enzyme active site templates from 5 enzyme classes
(Wallace et al., 1997). When we compared the 254 struc-binding sites (Figure 2B). Although no metal is present in

the structure, the conservation of the histidine residues tural genomics structures to the PROCAT templates us-
ing standard settings, 127 of them had no matches andsuggests that the site is real, Zn being absent from

the structure owing to EDTA in the purification protocol 24 gave errors due to an unknown problem, including the
catalytic triad containing cephalosporin c deacetylase(Oganesyan et al., 2003). The Dali server, in contrast,

reported only a marginal match to glucuronidase (1mqp, (1l7a; C. Porter, personal communication). For the re-
maining 103 structures, PROCAT reported 288 matchesZ � 3.3) that didn’t allow reliable functional inferences.

Phosphate site similarities also arise convergently. to 16 templates including 5 lysozyme templates (82
matches), 2 glucosidase templates (48 matches), and aFor example, the survival protein E� (SurE�) has a site

similar to the active site of a phosphate binding periplas- �-amylase template (31 matches). The large number of
matches to these 2 residue templates confirms their lowmic protein (E � 2 � 10�4; Figure 2C). Although SurE�

is not liganded itself, a homolog (SurE, 1j9l) contains a specificity noted earlier by the authors (Wallace et al.,
1997) and suggests that most are likely to be false posi-VO4� ion at the corresponding site. Conserved residues

lining this surface lead to the protein being identified as tives. We suspect this because for some of the proteins
PROCAT suggests a function that is different from thata putative phosphatase site with a preferred specificity

toward purine nucleotides (Mura et al., 2003). actually known or because there is no overall structural
similarity between the proteins as would have been ex-Active Site in Ribose-5-Phostphase Isomerase

The alternate ribose-5-phosphate isomerase (RpiB/AlsB) pected from the cases where Dali and PINTS agree (see
above). In addition, visual inspection of the structurescatalyzes the conversion of ribose-5-phosphate to ribu-

lose-5-phosphate. Structure comparison confirmed the for the top ten matches ranked by root-mean-square
deviation (rmsd) and for all matches to the only 3 residuesimilarity to Rossman fold proteins but did not reveal

any insights into the reaction, though the authors used template (Asp-His-Asp catalytic triad) confirmed that
they are probably nonfunctional. The overall perfor-their knowledge about preferred binding sites, residue

conservation, and surface curvature (i.e., surface cavity) mance was largely as expected, since most of the pro-
teins do not belong to the enzyme classes covered byto locate a putative active site pocket (Zhang et al.,

2003). The best match for this protein in our study is PROCAT.
Rigor (Kleywegt, 1999) also allows the comparison ofthe similarity between three residues that line one side

of this pocket and the substrate-bound active site of a protein to a database of patterns similar to those used
here (ftp://xray.bmc.uu.se/pub/gerard/spasm/rigor_phosphoglycerate mutase (E � 3 � 10�2; Figure 2D).

Although the similarity does not comprise the full active sep01.lib.gz). We searched the 254 structural genomics
proteins against the 10,588 (non-“ENGINEERABLE”)site pocket, it is useful for determining the location and

specificity for phosphorylated ligands. patterns in the database using standard settings. The
database contains both collections of residues makingA Predicted Phosphotyrosine Binding Site

in an Archaeal Protein contact with ligands and others probably more relevant
to broader descriptions of structures (e.g., clusters ofStructure comparison revealed that Mth1187 adopted

a ferrodoxin-like fold, and the authors speculated that negative, positive, or hydrophobic residues and consec-
utive residues), which we ignored. As Rigor does notit might be a protein-protein interaction module (Tao et

al., 2003). They noted, however, that the residues lining provide a measure for the significance of matches, we
chose to compare the matches directly, i.e., how oftenthe binding site of a sulfate ion showed enhanced con-

servation indicative of a functional site or a binding site PINTS or Rigor report the correct SCOP superfamily
among the top matches without E value or rmsd thresh-for an unknown ligand (Tao et al., 2003). We found a

highly significant similarity to the phosphotyrosine bind- olds. For 44 structures, PINTS ranks a functional match
to the correct superfamily on top—Rigor in only 5 cases.ing sites in SH2 domains (1fyr, E � 3 � 10�4; Figure 2E).

The similarity includes residues contacting the sulfate This changes to 47 versus 12 structures when the top
three matches are examined for both programs. Rigorion in addition to others that contact the tyrosine ring.
makes predictions not found by PINTS for two struc-Indeed, a reverse search of the Mth1187 binding site
tures; however, one of these appears not to be function-against all phosphate/sulfate binding sites or against a
ally correct, as visual inspection revealed that the cor-representative set of complete structures (Hobohm and
rect superfamily is found, but not the correct binding siteSander, 1994) finds no other significant similarities.
(shikimate 5-dehydrogenase-like protein HI0607 [1npy]Phosphotyrosine is thus an excellent candidate for the
matches to the NAD binding site in alcohol dehydroge-natural ligand. This is particularly intriguing, as tyrosine-
nase [1b16]). In addition, we examined the structuresspecific protein kinases and phosphatases have only
for which PINTS finds significant matches in differentrecently been recognized to play important roles in pro-
folds (see above). Rigor finds the correct or a chemicallykaryotic organisms (Bakal and Davies, 2000; Kennelly,
similar ligand (i.e., sulfate versus phosphate, pyrophos-2002, 2003; Kim et al., 2003; Shi et al., 1998).
phate versus ATP or ADP, etc.) for 6 out of 12 structures
as best match, and for 3 additional structures among

Comparison of PINTS with PROCAT and Rigor the top 10 matches. The calcium binding site in Tm1083
We wanted to compare the performance of PINTS to (1j3v) and the putative phospho-tyrosine binding site in

Mth1187 (1lxn) are missed.other services or programs that perform searches for
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Figure 2. Functional Similarities between Different Folds

Molscript (Kraulis, 1991)/Raster3D (Merritt and Murphy, 1994) figures showing matches between different folds (details are as in Figure 1).
(A) Residues Asp16, Asp129, and Thr130 from the hypothetical protein (HP) Tm1083 (1j5u) match to a Ca binding site in staphylococcal
nuclease (1sty, E � 5 � 10�5).
(B) His115, His125, and His119 of HP Aq1354 (1oz9) (Oganesyan et al., 2003) match to the zinc binding active site of carbonic anhydrase (1thj,
E � 9 � 10�3, only the two subunits contributing to the zinc binding site are shown for clarity).
(C) Ser106, Gly107, and Thr108 of the survival protein E (SurE) homolog (1l5x) (Mura et al., 2003) match to the phosphate binding site of a
phosphate binding periplasmic protein (1a40, E � 2 � 10�4).
(D) Residues His10, Arg133, and Arg40 of alternate ribose-5-phosphate isomerase Rpib/Alsb (1nn4) (Zhang et al., 2003) match to the active
site of phosphoglycerate mutase (1o98 and 1o99; 2-phosphoglycerate bound; E � 3 � 10�2 [Rigden et al., 2003]). The inset shows the residues
that line the putative active site pocket, with the matching residues in red.
(E) Residues Ser17, Ser19, Arg1081, Arg1086, and Ser1094 of the HP Mth1187 (1lxn) (Tao et al., 2003) match to the phosphotyrosine binding
site of an SH2-domain (1fyr, E � 3 � 10�4).

Generally, matches were missed by Rigor because matches to the patterns. We suspect that many more
matches would be found if such partial matches werethe patterns were missing from its database (e.g., the

catalytic triad) or because the method requires complete permitted and the database was enlarged to cover func-
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tional residues not in contact with a bound ligand. In Both approaches will benefit from the increasing num-
ber of functionally annotated protein structures. Thereaddition, Rigor finds many more matches than PINTS

and often does not rank correct matches first. Both are are also recent efforts to catalog active sites in struc-
tures based on studies of their function (Bartlett et al.,due to small patterns that are easily matched within the

threshold. Inspection suggests that the majority of these 2002; Porter et al., 2004). These will increase the cover-
age, sensitivity, and specificity of methods like that de-are not functionally meaningful and are the result of

over-prediction. scribed here. Investigating both types of similarities dis-
cussed here while the number structures and knownThe comparison to PROCAT and Rigor is informative,

as it reveals important facts about how to best detect functional sites grows will also complete the picture of
how Nature evolves or reinvents proteins to performfunctionally meaningful patterns. Simply for detection,

partial matches to larger patterns are clearly essential to different functions with a diverse array of ligands.
allow for the type of variation seen even in homologous

Experimental Proceduresproteins. However, the most important point is that a
reliable statistic is necessary to rank the matches cor-

Analysis of Structural Genomics Proteinsrectly and to distinguish real functional matches from
We considered 254 structures labeled as “Structural Genomics”

noise. Using a measure like rmsd, methods will tend to with release dates up to October 2003 and compared these to the
over-predict, particularly for small patterns, and pro- sequences in the protein databank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000) using
duce a vast number of incorrect predictions. For a single BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997). Proteins that matched any other se-

quence in the database with an expectation E value �10�10 werequery, with a single protein, it is usually possible to
not considered further. Although this degree of sequence similarityassess the results by visual inspection. However, to be
is not always associated with a similarity in function (Rost, 2002;applicable to a wide variety of structures and databases,
Tian and Skolnick, 2003; Todd et al., 2001), our threshold ensures

reliable statistics are a must. that the analysis excludes all cases where functional similarities are
obvious from sequence comparison and is thus reliable in assessing
the added value of structure comparison. Altering this threshold

Conclusions does not, however, greatly affect the overall findings.
We then used these structures to search for similarities in a data-We have tested the applicability of functional site com-

base of side chain patterns using the PINTS (Patterns In Non-homol-parison on a large dataset of new proteins with unknown
ogous Tertiary Structures) method (Stark and Russell, 2003; Starkfunction. Many structures show similarities between
et al., 2003). These patterns consist of residues that are either close

functional residues to those solved previously, which to bound ligands (ligand binding sites) or labeled by the authors of
can lead to functional hypotheses to be tested further. the structure (SITE records) (Stark and Russell, 2003). When compar-
The examples show a variety of situations, ranging from ing a new structure to these databases, the method identifies pat-

terns of residues with similar spatial arrangements that need not beconfirmation of a similarity inferred by overall structural
close in sequence nor in the same relative sequence order. It opti-similarity to detecting a convergently evolved mode of
mally superimposes the matching patterns and assigns a statisticalligand binding. For specific examples, we have uncov-
significance E value to the rmsd (Stark et al., 2003). For comparison,

ered intriguing similarities that give suggestions for ex- we also compared the structure to PDB representatives in the FSSP
periments. database using Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993b) with default options.

Overall, the results demonstrate how searches for sim- Dali scores similarities by a Z score that assesses the nonran-
domness of the matches. For a normal distribution, Z scores canilar functional sites complement those for similar folds. A
be easily interpreted, such that, for example, less than 0.14% ofcombined strategy where both types of searches are used
random matches would achieve Z � 3 or better. However, in practicefor structure-based functional annotation can help over-
the distributions are usually not normal but are instead heavily

come problems inherent to each when applied sepa- skewed, making the interpretation of Z scores difficult.
rately. Even when structural alignment searches reveal For NMR structures, we considered only the first model of an
fold similarities, active site comparison can highlight the ensemble. We do not anticipate that the results would change signif-

icantly if different models were chosen, since we generally observepresence (Sanishvili et al., 2003) or absence (Wilson et
a greater degree of similarity across models in functionally relevantal., 2004) of an active site and can sometimes resolve
parts of the protein.functional ambiguities (Lorentzen et al., 2003). It can

also help to identify “migrating” catalytically equivalent
Structural Similarity Thresholdsresidues that are located on different parts of homolo-
PINTS usually detects binding site similarities for chemically similar

gous structures (e.g., Todd et al., 2001). Moreover, newly ligands with E values between 10�4 and 10�2, whereas negative
determined active sites can be sought in previously ex- matches generally have E � 0.1 (Stark et al., 2003). We thus in-

spected the number of matches for E value cutoffs 10�4, 10�3, andisting structures regardless of any similarity in overall
10�2 (see Table 1) and found reliable functional clues to come fromfold.
matches with E � 10�3. However, we also inspected the bestThe complementarity can also work in reverse: a simi-
matches for each structure manually.larity in fold as revealed by structural alignment can

As Dali Z scores are defined around structural similarity rather
boost confidence in a marginally significant functional than functional similarity, the accuracy of inferring functional rela-
site match. This is particularly relevant for matches in- tionship for a given Z score is specific family (Dietmann and Holm,

2001). For example, TIM-barrels can have different functions at com-volving only a few residues that require too narrow geo-
paratively high values (e.g., Z � 18) (Lorentzen et al., 2003), whilemetrical constraints (i.e., small rmsd) to be distinguish-
Rossman-type NAD binding domains are reliably detected with val-able from noise (Stark et al., 2003), or those involving
ues as low as 6. However, earlier observations showed that fewerresidues distorted by bound ligands. Functional site
than 10% of structure pairs with values above 12 are functionally

matches involving proteins of the same fold can be more unrelated (see legend to Table 1; and Holm and Sander, 1997). We
believable even when the matches themselves are mar- thus decided to use this as the threshold for our study.

We report and discuss only the best matches for PINTS or Daliginal.
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and only consider one representative for groups of structures shar- tases: insights from genomics and biochemistry. Biochem. J. 370,
373–389.ing 90% sequence identity.
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